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WHERE THE 
STARTUP WORLD 
GATHERS

Thousands of people from so many 

different genres, so many different 

industries, and they are all here...   

It’s amazing”

Summit Week in Jerusalem is the place to be 
for tech

• Entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, corporations, 
investors

• Network, learn, get business done

• Discover the most historic city in the most 
exciting country in the world



A HIGH-PROFILE EVENT
The business world is focused on Jerusalem during Summit Week



ABOUT OURCROWD

A new type of venture 

capital”

A global investment 

platform”

Israel’s most active 

venture investor”

The most active venture investor in Israel, OurCrowd vets and selects companies, 

invests its capital, and provides its global network with unparalleled access to 

co-invest and contribute connections, talent and deal flow.

OurCrowd builds value for its portfolio companies throughout their lifecycles, 

providing mentorship, recruiting industry advisors, navigating follow-on rounds 

and creating growth opportunities through its network of multinational 

partnerships.

One of 50 “leading global 

FinTech innovators” 
2018, 2017, 2016, 2015, 2014

One of “World’s 50 Most 

Innovative Companies” 
2018

OurCrowd is a global venture investing platform that empowers institutions 
and individuals to invest and engage in emerging companies



PARTNERSHIPS WITH GLOBAL LEADERS

It’s through relationships with OurCrowd that we get to find 

the best of the best startups at the right time”

Through co-investment or the Corporate Innovation Program, we connect major firms with the Israeli startup ecosystem



FRONT-ROW SEAT 
TO FANTASTIC 
CONTENT

We came to the Summit to see 

innovation in action”

Unprecedented insight into the world of 
startup venture capital

• Exclusive exposure to cutting-edge technologies, 

the entrepreneurs behind them, the corporate 

leaders deploying them

• Dramatic plenary sessions filled with the unexpected

• Breakout sessions that aren’t just panels

• Outstanding speakers (none paid – passion and 

expertise the only criteria)

Kira Radinsky, 

eBay Chief 

Scientist

Daniel 

Kahneman, 

Nobel 

Laureate

Nusseir (Nas

Daily) Yassin, 

top Facebook 

vlogger

Ron Fisher, 

Softbank 

President, Sprint 

Vice Chairman

Some past speakers



Ideas, technology, networking, and 
abundant food to stimulate all the senses

• Hands-on, interactive demos

• Special sector and country spaces

• Shoulder-to-shoulder all-day networking 

• More attendee lounges and dedicated 

meeting spaces

• Great local cuisine served all day, free to 

attendees

A 360° FULL-DAY 
EXPERIENCE

Smart people, smart entrepreneurs, smart 

investors and smart corporates. Get together, 

create something new”



PREVIEW OF 
2020 AGENDA

There’s no better place than the 

OurCrowd Summit to start thinking 

about the big themes” 

Select Sessions

• Top 10 Tech Trends for 2020

• Demo Theater: No Pitches, Just Wow

• TEK Talks: Educational, Entertaining, 

Inspiring

• Eat the Sharks: The Entrepreneurs Grill the 

VCs

• Meet the Startups

• OurCrowd University: Master Classes in 

Startup Investing

• Open Mic for Entrepreneurs

The 2020 Summit Theme: 

“Doing the Impossible”

Exploring the breathtaking phenomenon of 

startup technologies bringing unexpected 

solutions to old problems, overturning 

industries, and changing people’s lives



Israel was the place 

to be last week”

post-Summit coverage

February 9-14, 2020

Sunday-Tuesday

• Insider access to 

accelerators, labs, and 

startups

• Corporate meetups

• Cultural tours

• Evening activities

Unique insider’s look at the fastest-growing innovation ecosystem

SUMMIT WEEK: CAN’T-MISS EVENTS

Friday,               

February 14

• Traditional Friday 

night dinner* 

Tuesday, 

February 11

• OurCrowd Advisory 

Forums*

• OurCrowd Tech Tours*

• Tel Aviv evening event

Wednesday,             

February 12

• OurCrowd Leaders 

Forum*

• OurCrowd Cocktail Gala*

• Jerusalem evening event

Thursday,             

February 13

• Summit Day

• ShukTech – partying 

with startup CEOs at 

Jerusalem’s fabled 

bazaar

Hansen House - Center for Design, Media and Technology - photo by Dor Kedmi*Invite-only



SUMMIT WEEK: 
EXCLUSIVE 
EVENTS

The pre-Summit day was the best use of 

five hours I've had in the past five years”

Tuesday, February 11

OurCrowd Advisory Forums

• OurCrowd’s top-tier investors and corporate 

partners

• Sharing perspectives and tackling biggest 

challenges in each sector

Wednesday, February 12

OurCrowd Leaders Forum

• All-business gathering of 800 top investors, 

multinational execs, and select entrepreneurs

• Workshops, roundtables, presentations, one-on-

one meetings

• Sneak peek at Summit Day venue

OurCrowd Cocktail Gala

• Luminaries of the ecosystem from inside and 

outside Israel

• Great food, fine wine, good conversation

High-level, invite-only gatherings



You should not read about Israel. 

You should come here, feel it and touch it” – Jack Ma,

Join OurCrowd in Israel, the center of civilizations and innovation

COME SEE THE PAST AND THE FUTURE

• Trek through 3,000 years of history

• Access the fastest-growing tech ecosystem

• Meet the people building the Startup Nation

• Taste the Mediterranean’s finest cuisine

• Party with Tel Aviv’s legendary nightlife



THE 
DESTINATION 
FOR TECH PRESS

Excellent content and exhibiting partners, and the 

quality of the attendees is exemplary. The Summit 

has led to a large number of important 

connections”

Interviews and interactive opportunities
• Exhibitors
• Special sector and country spaces
• Pop-up activities
• Surrounding events

Endless story hooks from the Summit and the Israeli
• Tech ecosystem

Pre-Summit Tech Tour
• Insider’s access to top startups and incubators

Speaking opportunities
• Press panel
• Breakout moderator 

Full support for journalists
• Dedicated OurCrowd press team
• Full press room onsite
• Prepared materials
• High-profile Summit participants prepped for 

interviews and background

See Summit news 

and press releases

Access to the key players in the startup 
investing world

https://summit.ourcrowd.com/summit-news/


Delegation Inquiries

Carol Dweck Goldman 

carol.goldman@ourcrowd.com

Media Inquiries

Leah Stern

leah@ourcrowd.com

Sponsor Inquiries

Jonathan Fuchs

jonathan.fuchs@ourcrowd.com

Speaker Inquiries

Eric Brand

eric@ourcrowd.com

Government Inquiries

Adi Lavi

adi.lavi@ourcrowd.com

General Inquiries

summit@ourcrowd.com

Apply now: summit.ourcrowd.com

http://summit.ourcrowd.com/

